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Introduction

The ITU-R has published several Recommendations for subjective test methods for assessing audio
quality. The best known of these are Recommendations ITU-R BS.1116 and ITU-R BS.1534. Whilst
there is a very large amount of information in these Recommendations, they do not specify exactly
what is to be evaluated in a test, although they do list examples of attributes that might be used.
When planning a subjective test, the experimenter needs to decide what is to be evaluated. Then the
subject needs to understand the attributes of the stimuli that are to be given a grade.
This Report describes the process by which attributes to be assessed might be chosen and described.
2

Overview

Consensus vocabularies (CV) are extensively employed in the field of sensory science and are
thoroughly described in textbooks [1],[2],[3]. Fundamentally, CV approaches seek to define attributes
or descriptors used by assessors to characterize the perceptual differences between products in a test.
The aim is to develop, or re-use, an attribute list that is consensually agreed upon across the panel
and that allows a detailed characterization of the perceived differences between the systems under
study.
One of the purposes of labelling and defining consensus attributes is to be able to communicate
perceived sound characteristics in an objective and consistent manner. Furthermore, the attributes
shall be suitable for reliable assessments of perceptual product characteristics. This leads to the
following list of desired attribute characteristics [4]:
1
Powerful: Good discrimination power among stimuli (i.e. a large range of mean values and
small confidence intervals).
2
Good for individual usage: Assessors are able to give reproducible and discriminative
assessments.
3
Good consensus characteristics: Good agreement among assessors, unambiguous attributes
to all subjects.
4
Independent: Low redundancy and correlation with other attributes, little or no overlap with
others terms.
5
Specifiable attribute scales: Using text labels and reference sound samples to illustrate the
meaning and polarity of the attribute scale.
6
Relation to reality: Attributes should be practically useable to assess differences between
products.
7
Relation to Preference: Should be related to concepts that influence consumer’s preference,
through further analysis (e.g. preference mapping).
8
Relates to metrics: Relates to physical measures defining the stimuli. Such metrics may not
yet exist.
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Points 1-4 should be fulfilled for good consensus attributes. The degree of fulfilment can be
demonstrated by results from listening tests. Whether points 5-8 are important depends on the
purpose.
The first step in any attribute selection is to decide whether an appropriate lexicon is available for the
given product category, or if the product category cannot be described by a lexicon that already exists.
3

Procedure for development of attributes

The traditional way of working with consensus attributes in a project is starting with the word
elicitation. This is normally done by gathering a group of experienced assessors, expose them to
a selection of stimuli representing the products for testing and then discuss and agree on which
characteristics that best are describing and discriminating the products and how these characteristics
(attributes) should be named and defined. This is done prior to the training of assessors and
performing the test of the actual products.
A step-wise procedure is suggested:
1
Attribute elicitation. A free verbalization interview. The participants should listen to selected
relevant domain specific sound examples and describe their auditory impressions. This step
resulted in a list of descriptive attributes from each participant. The lists are collected and
redundant attributes are deleted.
2
Comprehension check. It should be checked whether all participants understands
the attributes from the list. Terms are excluded when they were not associated with a meaning
for any participant. This is done in a consensus setting.
3
Suitability. The participants assess the suitability of the attributes to describe relevant domain
specific sound examples. All terms rated less than 75% of the maximum should be excluded.
A check-all-that-apply approach may be used.
4
Attribute descriptors are developed. This is typically done by the test leader based
on previous discussion and input from step 1, 2, and 3. This step may also involve the panel,
though this is often very time consuming.
5
Redundancy check. A pilot study listening test using the remaining attributes with descriptors
is performed. A cluster analysis of the data provided important clues regarding the similarity
of the terms. Several different approaches to the clustering may be considered:
a) Group work with expert assessors.
b) Hierarchical cluster analysis on scaled attribute data.
c) Semantic text/data mining.
6
Evaluation of repeatability. The repeatability of the participants’ judgments should
be evaluated.
7
Final consensus session. Evaluating and potentially reducing the list of attributes based on
results from step 5 and 6.
4

Procedure for development of lexicons/sound wheels

For a certain product category it is meaningful and efficient to have a selection of predefined attributes
of known relevance and validity – a lexicon. Different approaches may be used to obtain that.
Lexicons are standardized vocabularies that facilitate communication across diverse audiences. They
are meant for trained descriptive panels as well defined and documented tool to consistently and
correctly describe products of interest. The following work procedure applies:
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Establish a “frame of reference” by selecting samples from a wide array of products
that represent the entire product space in the category.
Develop and generate terms that describe the products by the help of appropriate panellists
“exposed” to representative samples (reference to general semantic lists such as Semantic
Space of Sounds [5] may be useful).
Select reference products that clarify the terms using examples so the panel more fully
understands the terms.
Develop the final list of descriptors with definitions for the lexicon.
Validation. Using the terms to compare a few products in the category and determine whether
the lexicon allows the panel to differentiate and describe the sensory properties.

The procedure can be seen as a generalized and formalized word elicitation process. Examples
on such lexicons can be found in [6]. Efforts have been made to apply this approach to auditory
stimuli, see e.g. [7].
A sound wheel is a hierarchical visual representation of a perceptual attribute lexicon. Attributes with
similarities are placed in the same category. Similar categories are grouped near each other and placed
on a doughnut graph. The result is a visual representation of how attributes are related. The wheel
may be used to explain and understand descriptive sensory analysis and it may be used for panellists
during training.
An example of a wheel is shown in Fig. 1, with associated example descriptions found in Table 1. An
alternative representation, as a tree hierarchy, is shown in Fig. 2 from Zentner [8].
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FIGURE 1
The Audio Wheel for reproduced sound. Definitions in Table 1
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TABLE 1

Loudness

Loudness

Attribute definitions associated with the Audio Wheel (see) for sound reproduction,
drawn from attributes in [9] – [31]
Perceived
loudness

Dynamics

Dynamics

Attack

Bass Precision

Punch

Powerful

Treble

Treble strength

Brilliance

Tinny

Midrange

Midrange
strength
Nasal

Timbre

Canny

Bass strength

Bass

Bass depth

Boomy

Timbral balance

Boxy

Dark- Bright

Full

How loud the sound is perceived.
Scale: Soft – Loud
Transient response. Specifies whether the drum beats and percussion, etc. are accurate and clear i.e. if you can hear the
actual strokes from drumstick, the plucking of the strings etc. it is also expressed as the ability to reproduce each audio
source transients cleanly and separated from the rest of the sound image. Imprecise Attack is understood as unclear or a
muted impact.
Scale: Imprecise – Precise
Are instrument impacts from the bass drum and bass precise, crisp and without distortion, are the impacts tight and well
defined? Bass precision may be defined as Attack in the bass region. Imprecise means that the attack speeds in time and the
peak of the impact is softened.
Scale: Imprecise – Precise
Specifies whether the strokes on drums and bass are reproduced with clout, almost as if you can feel the blow. The ability to
effortlessly handle large volume excursions without compression (compression is heard as level variations that are smaller
than one would expect from the perceived original sound).
Scale: A little – A lot
The ability to handle high sound levels, especially when striking the drums and bass. Indicates whether the Punch, Attack
and Bass precision are maintained at high volume.
Scale: A little – A lot
The relative strength of the treble or high frequencies
Scale: –
Weak: Covered, unsharp.
–
A little under neutral: A soft sound without being dull.
–
Neutral: In the middle of the scale, where you can clearly distinguish instruments.
–
A lot: Treble Raised. Sharp, hard sound.
Treble or high frequency extension:
Scale: –
A little: As if you hear music through a door, muffled, blurred or dull.
–
A lot: Crystal-clear reproduction extended treble range with airy and open treble. Lightness, purity and clarity
with space
for instruments. Clarity in the upper frequencies without being sharp or shrill and without distortion.
Resonances or narrowband frequency prominence in the treble or high frequencies.
Scale: None – Weak – A lot
The relative level of the midrange, i.e. the middle frequencies, e.g. sopranos, trumpets, violins and xylophones. Not to be
confused with Canny which represents prominent narrow frequency ranges (resonances) in the midrange.
Scale: Soft – Loud
A closed sound with pronounced midrange. Gives the impression corresponding to vocalists singing through the nose
(nasal).
Scale: A little – A lot
The music sounds like it is being played in a can or tube. The sound is characterized by prominent and narrowband
resonances in the midrange.
Scale: A little – A lot
The relative level of bass, i.e. the low frequencies, for example male voices, bass guitar, bass drum, timpani and tuba.
Should not be confused with bass depth that indicates the low frequency bass extension.
Scale: Soft – Loud
Denotes how far the bass extends downwards. If it goes down in the low end of the spectrum, there is great depth. Should
not be confused with Bass strength, which indicates the strength of the bass or Boomy which related to resonances in the
lower bass region.
Scale: A little – A lot
Resonances in the low bass, as sound in a large barrel, which gives a prominent bass resound resounding (reverberating)
when bass and bass drums are heard. The representation tends to become muddy and imprecise.
Scale: None – Weak – Loud
Boxy denotes a hollow sound, as if the sound was played inside a small box. Represents resonances in the upper bass
frequency range.
Scale: None – Weak – Loud
Denotes the balance between bass and treble.
Scale: –
Dark: Excessive bass. Either loud bass or weak treble.
–
Neutral: Bass and treble are perceived equally loud, there is a balance in the reproduction. This also
applies if both bass and treble are equally weak or if the bass and treble are both too loud. If it leads to
prominent or soft midrange this is assessed by the Midrange strength.
–
Bright: Excessive treble. Either loud treble or weak bass.
The cause for the sound being dark or light can deduced from the assessments of Bass strength and Treble strength.
If both low and high frequencies are well represented with good extension the sound is Full.
Scale: A little – A lot
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Homoge-neous

Depth

Spatial extent

Width

Envelopme
nt

Balance

Localization

Spatial

Distance

Internality

Environment

Localisability

Reverberance

Transparency

Transparency

Clarity

Presence

Clean

Denotes to which degree the different frequency ranges (bass, midrange and treble) are coherent, continuous, and balanced
without gaps between them. That there are seamless transitions between the tone ranges.
Scale: A little – A lot
The radial extent of source, scene or ensemble from the listener (in any direction away from the listener).
Scale: Shallow- Deep
A talker in a dry acoustic environment may be perceived as having no or little depth. A crowd in a stadium has depth. The
sounds of the crowd are simultaneously occurring close to and far from the listener.
The perceived extent of a sound source, ensemble or scene from side to side. A narrow (or a wide) source may be
perceived in any direction seen from the listener, i.e. in front of the listener, or to their side, above them or anywhere
around them.
Scale: Narrow – wide
A single talker in a dry environment might be perceived as narrow. An organ in a church may be perceived as wide.
Degree of being surrounded by a source, scene or ensemble. Typically, envelopment is associated with a scene.
Scale: Not enveloping – Completely enveloping
Being surrounded by reverberation would be considered highly enveloping. Being surrounded by a large number of dry
sources may also be highly enveloping. This may be heard when standing and listening to the rain hitting the pavement.
Envelopment may occur with reverberation or other aspects of the scene such as applause in a concert hall, atmosphere
or air conditioning (room tone). Holes (an absence of sound from a certain directions) in the reproduction would normally
reduce envelopment.
Envelopment may be subdivided in horizontal and vertical envelopment
Is the soundstage skewed to one side (left or right) or is it centred in the middle?
How far a sound source, ensemble or scene is perceived from the listener.
Scale: Near – Far
Hearing a person talking close to a listener in a park may be perceived as near, whereas a person at a large distance
may be perceived as far.
The distinctness to which a sound source, ensemble or scene is perceived in-side the head. Distinctly internal means that
a sound is unambiguous perceived within the head. Distinctly external means that a sound is unambiguous perceived
outside the head. If it is ambiguous whether the sound is perceived to be inside or outside of the head, the internality is
Indistinct.
Scale: Distinctly internal- Indistinct- Distinctly external
A dry sample played equally to both ears over headphone may be perceived inside the head Naturally occurring sounds
are generally perceived externally.
The degree of precision to which the position and extent of a source or ensemble can be identified. This attribute is
typically associated with sources or ensembles, rather than scenes. For a spatially imprecise sound the listener may be
unable to identify the position (and extend) of the source or ensemble For a spatially precise sound, the listener can
confidently state the position and extend of the source or ensemble.
Scale: Imprecise – Precise
A clap in a dry environment may be spatially precise. Listening to rain fall in a forest maybe spatially imprecise.
Reverberance is the percept of reverberation. The sound that persists after the source has stopped. May be caused by
environmental reflections and scattering or artificially generated. Reverberance is most noticeable when a short impulsive
sounds stop. However this will also be perceived with continuous sources, such as an orchestra playing in a concert hall
or a cathedral.
Scale: Dry – Highly reverberant
Highly reverberant sounds can be experienced in large spaced such as cathedrals, caves, etc. Dry spaces are often
small furnished spaces such as living rooms or spaces outdoor without reflecting objects.
Reverberance may be subdivided into “Level of reverberance” and “Duration of reverberance”
Level of reverberance:
The level of the sound that persists after the source has stopped relative to the level of the source.
Scale: Low – high
Reverberance is most noticeable when a short impulsive sounds stop. This will also be perceived with
continuous sources, such as an orchestra playing in a concert hall or a cathedral.
If a singer is close to the listener in a church the level of reverberance would be low. If the listener is far from
the singer in a church, the level of reverberance would be high. Furthermore, in a dry room the level of
reverberance would also be low.
Duration of reverberance:
Describes the length of time the sounds takes to decay to an imperceptible level, after the source has stopped.
Duration of reverberance is most easily judged when a short impulsive sound stops. Duration of reverberance
may also be judged with continuous sources, such as an orchestra playing in a concert hall or a cathedral.
Scale: Short – long
A short reverberation duration may be experienced in a small room. A long reverberation decay can be
experienced in a cathedral.
The impression of how clearly different elements in a scene can be spatially distinguished from each other.
Scale: Unclear-clear
A singer and a piano performing a duet in a dry acoustic, may be perceived as clear. When listening to a choir from the
rear of the church, the sound of the individual signers maybe unclear.
Does it sound as if the sound sources are present and not distant or absent?
Scale: A little – A lot
It is easy to listen into the music, which is timbral clear and distinct. Instruments and vocals are reproduced accurately
and distinctly. The opposite of clean: dull, muddy.
Scale: A little – A lot
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Detailed

Natural

Shrill

Treble Distortion. Very sharp s-sounds, cymbals etc.
Scale: A little – A lot
As the sound of something scraping on a (rough) surface.
Scale: A little – A lot

Rough

A hoarse off-sound unintentionally accompanying the reproduced sound. Bass distortion.
Scale: A little – A lot

Buzzing

A zzz-like, undesirable sound typically in the low and midrange frequencies.
Scale: A little – A lot

Clipped

The harmonics are to pronounced and sharp.
Scale: A little – A lot

Distorted

Additional and undesired sounds that add a sharpness to the reproduction.
Scale: A little – A lot

Compresse
d

Limited dynamic range leading to a lack of natural peaks. Dynamic compression may be heard as a pumping effect.
Scale: A little – A lot

Fluctuating
/ Intermittend

Noise with varying loudness and or pauses.
Scale: A little – A lot

Bubbling

Sound or noise with fast (<1 sec.) variations in frequency and/or loudness.
Scale: A little – A lot

Humming

Low frequency noise with tonal components.
Scale: A little – A lot

Noise

Artefacts

Signal related

Rubbing

A well-resolved sound rich in detail. Instruments, voices etc. can easily be separated.
The music has many details, details that cannot be measured, details that give the music "soul". It may be small audible
nuances: Breathing from a singer, fingers wandering across the guitar strings, the flaps from the clarinet, embouchure
sound of the saxophone, the impact from the piano's hammers when they hit the strings.
Scale: A little – A lot
Sounds reproduced with high fidelity. Acoustic instruments, voices and sounds, sounds like in reality. The sound is
similar to the listener's expectation to the original sound without any timbral or spatial coloration or distortion, "Nothing
added – nothing missing." The soundstage is clear in space and brings you close to the perceived original sound
experience.
Scale: A little – A lot

Hissing

A noise-like sizzling sound, like the sound of bacon in a frying pan.
Scale: A little – A lot
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FIGURE 2
Example of a hierarchical structure of emotional attributes for music
e1

Happy

e2

Amazed

e3

Dazzled

e4

Allured

e5

Moved

1.00
0.95
0.84
0.86
0.75

e6

Inspired

e7

Feeling of
transcendence

1.00

Feeling of
spirituality

0.90

e8
e9

Thrills

e 10

In love

e 11

Affectionate

e 12

Sensual

e 13

Tender

e 14

Softened-up

e 15

Sentimental

e 16

Dreamy

e 17

Nostalgic

e 18

Melancholic

0.92

WONDER

1.00

TRANSCENDENCE

0.65
0.66

1.00
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.74

TENDERNESS

0.75

SUBLIMITY

0.89

e 19

Calm

e 20

Relaxed

e 21

Serene

e 22

Soothed

e 23

Meditative

e 24

Energetic

e 25

Triumphant

e 26

Fiery

e 27

Strong

e 28

Heroic

1.00
0.77
0.64
0.52

NOSTALGIA

1.00
0.96
0.94
0.90
0.58

PEACEFULNESS

1.00
0.76
0.72
0.70
0.56

POWER

0.65

1.00

VITALITY
e 29

Stimulated

e 30

Joyful

e 31

Animated

e 32

Dancing

e 33

Amused

e 34

Agitated

e 35

Nervous

e 36

Tense

e 37

Impatient

e 38

Irritated

0.95
1.00
0.99
0.95
0.72
0.56

1.00
0.85
0.63
0.49
0.39

JOYFUL ACTIVATION

TENSION
1.00

UNEASE
0.27

e 39

Sad

e 40

Sorrowful

1.00
0.82

SADNESS

Figure 2. Confirmatory factor analysis on ratings of emotional responses to music. Boxes on the left are items.
In the middle are the first-order factors. On the right are the second-order factors. Values on arrows are the
standardized parameter estimates.
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Future developments
It is anticipated that additions will be made to this report, particularly in the area of spatial audio
attributes, adding specific attributes.
Glossary
Attribute: A property that can be perceived (perceptual, affective or connotative), it may or may not
be prominent. Other common terms for attributes are: factors, auditory feature.
Descriptor or technical descriptor: A word or phrase that describes, identifies, or labels an attribute
or a characteristic. Often including specialist terms that may be interpreted differently by the layman
or researcher from different laboratories – this is to be expected. Descriptors are usually provided
with descriptions and example samples to convey the specific meaning to new panels or other
laboratories.
Lexicon: Lexicons are standardized vocabularies that objectively describe the sensory properties
of consumer products.
Perceptual measurement: An objective quantification of the sensory strength of individual sensory
descriptors of a perceived stimulus. Perceptual tests are measurements where humans (usually expert
assessors) are used as “measuring instruments”.
Sound character: The overall concept of a set of characteristics that portrays the sound. The “sound
character” can be specified by a number of attributes and/or metrics. The sound character is not to be
confused with the sound quality, which involves a comparison with some desired or subjectively
preferred features.
Sound system characteristics: Sound reproduction systems are required to present acoustic signals
to the listeners’ ears in such a way that the intention of the creator is delivered to the listeners’.
Any perceived deviation from this is caused by the characteristics of the sound reproduction system.
Affective measurement: Subjective measurements of preference, liking, annoyance or of
connotative attributes (ideally made with individuals from the relevant consumer segment or target
group). Often associated with personal opinion in the form of a subjective assessment.
Sound Quality: Assessment of quality involves a (conscious or unconscious) comparison with some
desired features (a personal “reference”). For that reason quality is a subjective characteristic. The
better the characteristics of the sound match the desired features, the higher the quality will be rated.
People judge a product to be high quality when their expectations are met or exceed. The sound
quality is not to be confused with the sound character. Sound quality is generally viewed as affective
in nature, as are many opinions regarding its definition.
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